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belief in thfe democratic community, they can detach
enough capitalist support from their opponents to per-
suade them that conflict will not be worth while. "We
are," they seem to say, "inherently reasonable people.
On the political side, we refuse to have in our party men
who, though they are Socialists like ourselves, are doubt-
ful whether Socialism can be accomplished peacefully;
and though we propose the nationalization of the means
of production, we propose adequate compensation for
existing owners. On the industrial side, we strive with
all our might for accommodation. We discourage un-
official strikes. We penalize militant trade unionists in
every organization we can influence. Our political and
industrial leaders have even combined to damp down a
working-class agitation against British Fascism, We are
wholly on the side of kw and order. We assume that
our opponents, equally with ourselves, are interested in
the full maintenance of the democratic process. We shall
continue to think so until their actions show us that we
are mistaken.*'
That is, I think, a fair statement of the orthodox
Labour position. Its central weakness is, of course,
obvious. It is simply untrue that the opponents of Labour
have, equally with itself, the same interest in the main-
tenance of democracy. On the contrary, if democracy
becomes the instrument of Socialist policy in action, then
die interest of Labour's opponents in its maintenance
becomes minimal in character. This central weakness is
due to the refusal of the Labour Party to redbgnize that
the State is the instrument of that class in society which
owns the instruments of production, and that it cannot
utilize that State for its own purposes so long as that
class remains in possession of those instruments. It is
arguing that its own moral condemnation of capitalism
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